Enclosed herewith for the information of the Bureau and Miami is a photostat copy of a list of individuals published by the National Police of Cuba, regarding individuals who because of their revolutionary activities in Cuba, have been forced to seek residence in another country. This list was furnished to the NYO on 6/26/58 by ALFREDO HERNANDEZ VALDES, Cuban Consul General, NYC, who stated that this list was sent to him by Colonel PEREZ GOJIL, Chief, Cuban Military Intelligence.

This list shows the name of the individual seeking asylum, the date he departed Cuba, and the country to which he was admitted. It will be noted that this list contains a number of known revolutionaries, and it is noted that the name of FIDEL CASTRO RUZ is missing from this list.

When Consul General HERNANDEZ furnished this list, his only request was that whatever information is used that it be used with discretion as he was furnishing this list to the NYO without the approval of his government and he would not desire any of this information to be disclosed as coming from the Cuban Government.